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Information Processes in the Dutch
Parliament
I All discussions in the parliament are accompanied by
a large number of proposals, letters, reports,
expertises, etc.
I All documents and the transcripts of the discussions
are archived.
I Also additional relevant documents and news articles
are collected and archived.
I All archived documents are provided with keywords
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I Keywords are taken from the parliament thesaurus
I The parliament thesaurus was developed over the
years by the Dienst Informatievoorziening of the the
Dutch Parliament.
I About 4000 concepts.
I The concepts are organized in a loose hierarchy of
broader/narrower and related terms.
I Each concept has one preferred term and on
average also one non-preferred term.
I A number of non-preferred terms doesn’t refer to a
single concept but to a combination of two concepts.
I A number of concepts serve only the hierarchy















I The thesaurus is maintained in a proprietary system,
I but can be exported into a (proprietary) XML format.
I For this project we transformed this XML output to
SKOS in RDF/XML.




























I The thesaurus was changed over time.
I The rules for keyword assignments have changed
over time.
I A uniform classification would be advantageous for
retrieval
I There is not enough man power to annotate all
documents with enough detail.
I Automatic or semi-automatic classification could help
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I In 2012 a commercial system for document
classification was acquired.
I The system is based on a SVM trained with manually
annotated documents from the Dutch Parliament.
I Results are disappointing
I Main problem: For most concepts there are not
enough training documents















I Full text search is not possible for all (old) documents
I Full text search might have a low recall.
I The search term is relevant but not mentioned in the
text.
I The vocabulary of official and governmental texts is
quite different from daily language.
I Information specialists use thesaurus terms to
search.
I Most thesaurus terms are given in a form that















I Adding synonyms (as non-preferred terms) to the
thesaurus concepts could help
I for full text search (either used for query expansion or
for document expansion)
I help classification: concepts found by their new
synonyms are added as additional features.
I Many concepts are stated in plural. (E.g. Examens,
Muziekscholen, Studenten etc.) We can add singular
forms as non-preferred term.
I We can use other sources to add more synonyms
to the concepts.
I A method that is able to find new synonyms also
should be able to distinguish pairs of synonyms from
arbitrary pairs!
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I Two words are semantically similar if they occur in
similar contexts.
I Idea traces back to De Saussure, Wittgenstein,
Harris
I First implementations: Crouch (1990), Grefenstette
(1992), Ruge (1992), Schütze & Pederson (1994)
I Recently a lot of progress
I Compositionality
I Overview studies comparing different approaches
I DS finds "semantically related" words, not only

















I E.g. selection relations; verbs with characteristic
objects
I Typical attributes: e.g. adjectives and nouns
I Paradigmatic Relations
I Words that appear in similar contexts
I e.g. words of the same syntactic class
I Often: semantic similar words
Example
I color and colour will never co-occur
I color and colour will occur in similar contexts
Caution
I Chronic and Disease will often co-occur
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Contexts for semantic similarity
I As a context we will use:
I Two words to the right and left after removing stop
words
I Only open class words
I Only words in a certain frequency range















I For each word w we can construct a vector of feature
values
I As features we use w1w2 . . .wn where each wi is a
context word (closes class word in a mid frequency
range).
I We use all words with a frequency between 200 and
1 · 106 in our corpus
I We have 11 080 context features.
I For a word w the value for feature wi is the strength
of the relation between w and wi , expressed by their
PPMI.
I Positive Pointwise Mutual Information (PPMI):
max(0, pmi(w ,wi)).









































































































































⇒ {#da,dat ,ata,aba,ban,ank ,nke, ken,en$}
I Databases⇒ {#da,dat ,ata,aba,bas,ase, ses,es$}
I 13 different trigrams (union)
I 4 common trigrams (intersection)

































I We take pairs of synonyms and non synonyms.
I Synonym: two words that are labels for the same
concept.
I We compute trigram overlap and distributional
similarity of word pairs using a mid-size specialized
corpus.
I We use an SVM to learn the difference between
synonyms and non-synonyms from those features.















I 3000 pairs of labels for the same concept
I 3000 pairs of labels from different concepts
I 500 pairs of labels for related concepts
I 500 pairs of labels for concepts related by one
intermediate concept


















I woon-werkverkeer : woonwerkverkeer (commuting traffic)
I vaderschapsverlof : ouderschapsverlof (paternity/parental leave)
I woningnood : woningzoekende (housing shortage / house
hunter)
Distance 1
I bliksemafleider : brandweer (lightning conductor / fire brigade)
I watersport : vaarbewijs (aquatics / ship license)
Distance 4
I pleziervaart : verpakkingsmateriaal (boating / packaging
material)
I anti-raketsysteem : dienstplicht (anti-missile system /
conscription)
















I We have collected a corpus of Dutch texts from
bestanden.officielebekendmakingen.nl
form the years 2010, 2011 and 2012.
I This is the site with all official publications from the
Dutch government.
I Partial overlap with the archives of the parliament.
I Due to server / connection time outs no complete
years
I Raw corpus has 88,8 Million words
I We keep only unique sentences
I Resulting in a corpus of 47 Million words.
I We lemmatized all words using the Treetagger
I We removed all stop words















I For each pair we compute the following features
I Cosine between context vectors
I Trigram overlap















I Using only cosine: 69% correct
I Using only trigram: 72% correct















I If we take arbitrary word pairs and want to decide
whether the terms belong to the same concept or
not, the results don’t carry over, because:
I Much less than 50% of the pairs is positive
I If we consider much more words, there are many

































I DS has some potential to find new terms for a given
concept
I In combination with string similarity we get quite
good results
I Results could be used for proposing the most likely
concept for a candidate term















I Use other corpora. What is the influence of the
corpus?
I Using other similarity measures. Cosine is not the
best choice.
I More realistic scenarios:
I Extract candidate terms
















Thanks for your attention!
Questions?
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